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Have you ever had everything you love snatched
from your hands in the blink of an eye? Do you know
what it’s like to watch helplessly as those you
cherish burn to a crisp? Have you ever heard a
mournful cry for street justice and then realized that
the only person left to heed the call was you? Pearl
Baines is a straight Harlem stunna. She and her twin
sister, Diamond, are chased by some of the most
notorious ballers in New York City. But while their
father, ex-gangsta Irish Baines, devotes his life to
rehabilitating young thugs, his sexy twin daughters
fall hard for the glamour and glitter of strip clubs and
street life. Unlike Diamond, though, Pearl is able to
shake off the trappings of the hood in search of a
better future. After graduating at the top of her class,
Pearl becomes an FBI agent and plans to get as far
away from the grime of Harlem as possible. But fate
is cruel and the streets always get their due. On
what should have been the happiest night of her life,
Pearl’s family perishes in a ball of merciless
flames—flames intentionally set on the orders of
Mookie Mason, her father’s archenemy and the
most ruthless gangsta in Harlem. Crazed with grief,
Pearl becomes unzipped. Hell-bent on retribution,
she prepares for battle in New York’s urban jungle.
With the help of Menace, an ex-lover who once
trampled all over her heart but was deeply loyal to
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Irish Baines, Pearl puts her FBI training and tactical
skills to work in a murderous mission designed to do
what her father wasn’t able to: take down Mookie
Mason, and his entire crew, one at a time.
FEARED FABLES A dark re-telling of the old tale,
where Red Riding Hood isn't so little, and mightn't be
so good after all. The villagers call her Red. It's the
colour of her lips, her cloak, and the blood that stains
her when she returns from the woods. The villagers
call her Red for many reasons, but most of all,
they're too afraid to call her what she really is. Witch.
But when a wolf stalks the village, Red might be the
only one who can save them from the beast...the
beast who has his sights set on her already. Red
races against the three days until the full moon to
uncover the wolf's identity, find out what he wants
from her, and save herself. To hell with the village,
Red just wants to save herself. That's what good
witches do. Red Run is a twisted take on the old tale,
with some magic sprinkled onto a young woman's
journey to find herself in dark times. First in the
FEARED FABLES series. Soon to come: A warped
Wonderland, a favourite Horse(wo)man, and a bad
beast with a fancy for human-beauties. And, hello,
Snow White was a vampire if I ever read one. All to
come in the Feared Fables. Keep an eye out, or
follow me on Goodreads for more. Contains adult
content and possibly triggering mentions.
Prequel to G-Spot, the #1 Bestselling novel by Noire.
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Her man demanded loyalty, but her body wouldn’t
obey. Have you ever rolled over in the middle of the
night and realized you were doing things you swore
you’d never do? Sexing brothers you vowed you’d
never touch? Bending backwards and stooping lower
than you ever thought you’d stoop? Well if you can
feel me even a little bit, then let me hit you with a
story that just might blow your mind. . . . Nineteenyear-old Juicy Stanfield is the sexy young girlfriend
of Granite “G” McKay, owner of Harlem’s notorious
G-Spot Social Club. A drug dealer with a lethal
streak, he runs Harlem with an iron fist. But even the
cash and the bling can’t keep Juicy from getting
restless, and while G fulfills her every material
desire, she’s burning up with unrequited sexual
energy. To cheat on him would mean a death
sentence; so Juicy finds pleasure in secret ways:
fantasizing on crowded subways or allowing her
eyes to hungrily take in the male dancers on the
club’s ladies night. But as Juicy’s sexual cravings
grow stronger, one thing becomes frighteningly
clear: She’s a virtual prisoner in G’s dangerous
world. As G begins to suspect her of playin’ him, he
pulls the reins he keeps on her even tighter. If she’s
ever to escape and get a life of her own she must
find a way to start stashing away some of G’s cash.
But doing that under G’s watchful eye is a challenge
she might not live up to–especially when her appetite
tempts her with the deadliest desire of all: G’s very
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own son. . . .
Urban Books popular Girls From da Hood series
continues its gritty street drama in this eleventh
installment, featuring urban fiction superstar Nikki
Turner, and newcomer Katt. Tia, Ton ya, and Tammi
are not only making moves in the game, but they re
doing it in the bedroom too and anywhere they need
to get what they want. Tia is quick with her razorsharp mouth, and she carries an equally sharp razor
to slice a throat if need be. Ton ya is loyal to a fault,
but will body a nigga if they trip. Tammi is the brains
of the operation. They have collected more bodies
than a Manhattan hooker working the lower East
Side. What happens when the heart gets in the way
of making money? Best friends Pedro and Rico met
Shane at a concert in Brooklyn, and they soon
became fast friends, making money and moving
major weight to solidify their place in the game.
Pedro is the pretty boy who thinks his dick can get
him anywhere and anyone. Rico, the strategist,
believes that he is the smartest man in any room.
Shane, the outspoken one, is the deal maker and
breaker. They have but one goal: to become the best
in the game. All hell breaks loose when brains,
brawn, and dick collide with tantalizing titties and
tongue. What will happen when everyone wants
what they want and it interferes with their crew s best
interests? "
After being on tour and living in London for over 7
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years, Harmony realizes she has everything in her
life she could possibly want; money, cars, clothes,
double platinum albums, but even with her music
career at an all time high, a huge part of her still
seems to be missing. Deciding to return back to her
old stomping grounds, Harmony heads to New
Jersey on a mission to reconnect with old friends.
One in particular-King Loucian Brown. Between the
unexpected arrival, and The Crew planning Louie's
upcoming wedding, all eyes are on fixated on the
former couple as they attempt to pick up the broken
pieces Harmony left behind. Will Louie make it down
the alter, or better yet, will Harmony let him ?
Keyshia and Cash have been together for years.
After having yet ANOTHER child, Keyshia decides
she's sick and tired of being just a live in baby mama
and a walking incubator. With Cash keeping a few
secrets and Keyshia holding a few of her own,
there's a strong power struggle amongst the
Edwards household. Not to mention, their teenage
children have just about lost their everlasting minds.
Will Cash finally man up and put a ring on it or will
their secrets trump all chances of marriage for the
two? From the time Prince met Bree, he vowed to be
a doting husband, father, and friend. As the years
went by, the couple's close union seemingly drifted
apart, while Bree climbed her way up the success
latter. Feeling neglected and unwanted, Prince
continues to stick the rough patch out knowing it will
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get better...that's until Bree's big secret comes to the
forefront. Betrayed, hurt, and devastated, Prince
see's the only way to make his wife feel him, is to
bring back the inner Savage he buried long ago. Tan
and Ru have been through hell and back, and still
managed to come out on top, happily married at that.
When A person from the past pops back up on the
radar and threatens to tear their blended family
apart, Ru does everything in his power to protect his
Tribe. Even if it means lying to his sick wife's face.
Do old habits really die hard, or is Ru truly the
changed man he claims to be? Join the entire Jersey
Crew for one last show down. While some solid
relationships are tested, others have reached their
breaking point to no return. Secrets, betrayal, and
treachery all lye in the hands of the people you never
expected. Who will be left standing ?
She wanted to be a hip-hop star but the streets got
in the way. Have you ever laid down with a man and
wasn’t sure if you’d ever get back up? Tossed the
sheets with a bone-knocking fear that only a hardcore hustler could produce? Sexed him like your life
depended on it, because in reality it did? You still
with me? Then let’s roll over to my house. Harlem.
145th Street. Grab a seat and brace yourself as I
show you the kind of pain that street life and socalled success can bring. . . . Nineteen-year-old
Candy Raye Montana, an ex—drug runner for the
Gabriano crime family and a former foster child,
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dreams of becoming a hip-hop superstar, if only
someone will discover her talents. Someone does.
Mega music producer and king thug of Harlem,
Junius “Hurricane” Jackson, CEO of the House of
Homicide recording studio, cuts a deal and puts
Candy on the stage. Suddenly she is a hot new artist
on the notorious Homicide Hitz record label. Her
career takes off and she blazes the charts, but it’s
not long before Candy realizes that the man she
thought was her knight is nothing more than a coldblooded nightmare. Caught between the music and
the madness, between the dollars and the deals,
Candy belongs to Hurricane—body and soul—and
must endure his sadistic bedroom desires while
keeping his sexual secrets hidden from the world.
But Candy has some strong desires of her own that
simply cannot be denied, especially when she finds
herself turned on by a brilliant investment baller who
just happens to be Hurricane’s right-hand man.
Candy longs for her freedom, but if Hurricane gets
wind of her betrayal the blowback will be lethal—and
not only will she risk losing her recording contract,
she just might lose her life.
He set out to be the good son, but the streets had a
different plan. Born to one of the city's most
notorious crime families, Shai Clark has always
managed to be a good kid. A college hoops star,
Shai shunned the world that his father had created
and focused on his dreams of going pro. Tommy,
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Shai's trigger-happy older brother, is next in line for
the throne and rules under his father through brute
force. But Poppa has bigger plans for Shai. The
situation soon turns ugly when Poppa is murdered
and Tommy is removed from the equation. Suddenly
Shai finds himself at the head of his father's empire
and the streets are thrown into chaos. It is then that
he must decide whether to pursue his own dreams
or put his father's affairs in order. Unable to sit idly
by while the Clarks' underworld empire is pillaged,
Shai takes up his father's mantle and brings his
game to the streets. He quickly learns that there are
two sides to every coin, and the streets hold no
mercy for the weak. Hoodlum chronicles three
generations of Trinidadian immigrants and their rise
to power in the New York City heroin trade. A K'wan
classic.
Love, Betrayal and Loyalty on the Streets of Harlem
Daruis, a.k.a. Rio, the only child of a singer turned
alcoholic, feels he has nothing to hold on to except the
idea of escaping the ghetto. Years ago, he took a gun
charge for a friend and did some prison time. Unable to
find a job when he gets out, Rio turns to hustling as a
way out. In the meantime, Rio finds escape in the arms
of his soulmate, Trinity. When Trinity's mother died, her
abusive father looks to her to play the role of house wife
and bedmate. Trinity finds strength to endure in Rio's
arms. Together they vow to do whatever it takes to make
it out of the ghetto. But soon they find their backs against
the wall when the streets come to claim their due.
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“Atkinson and Jewell invite each of us to reimagine
one’s connection to the land while cultivating nature
close to home. A must-read for anyone searching for
inspired solutions for designing or refining a garden.”
—Emily Murphy, founder of Pass the Pistil From
windswept deserts to misty seaside hills and verdant
valleys, the natural landscapes of the American West
offer an astounding variety of climates for gardens.
Under Western Skies reveals thirty-six of the most
innovative designs—all embracing and celebrating the
very soul of the land on which they grow. For the
gardeners featured here, nature is the ultimate
inspiration rather than something to be dominated, and
Under Western Skies shows the strong connection each
garden has with its place. Packed with Atkinson’s
stunning photographs and illuminated by Jewell’s deep
interest in the relationships between people and the
spaces they inhabit, Under Western Skies offers page
after page of encouraging ingenuity and inventive design
for passionate gardeners who call the West home.
Most women won't admit it, but the majority have
fantasized about experiencing the touch of another
woman at some point in their lives. Thirty-one year old
Bianca Jordan is no exception. For years, she's kept her
secret desire from her husband, Sean, until she finally
finds the courage to embark on her kinky journey, taking
him along for the ride. Neither one of them could have
ever imagined their freaky-filled night turning into such a
nightmare.
CHECK IT. Lamont be my government, but Hood be my
name. I earned my stripes chilling up in Fat Daddy's
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joint, a Brownsville barbershop in the belly of Brooklyn.
Some called me a street savior...others said I was just
another Brownsville boy gone bad. Whatever. I brung it
and I took it too. But when it was all said and done, I
walked away with a lesson learned in street loyalty: ain't
no need in looking over your shoulder in this game.
Because your real enemies ain't aiming at your back.
They lunging straight for your heart. Ya dig? Lamont
"Hood" Mason is a fearless nineteen-year-old gangsta
who was born and raised in the projects of Brooklyn,
New York. He was an abandoned child who roamed the
cold city streets and fought hard for survival. The only
thing constant in his young life was the safety of a
Brownsville barbershop owned by a father figure called
Fat Daddy. The barbershop is where Hood comes of
age, but cutting hair isn't the only thing Fat Daddy has
going on. His daughter, Egypt, is the love of Hood's
young life, and the one person whose dreams of a stable
future can lead him off the grimy urban corners and out
of the hustling life. But when Fat Daddy gets caught
slippin and crosses paths with Xanbar, a notoriously
brutal drug kingpin, his vices threaten to bring death
down on the family Hood loves. In an effort to protect his
own, Hood and his best friend and hustling partner,
Dreko, take to the streets on a bloody mission that
doesn't go exactly as planned. Hood returns to find his
world turned upside down by a wave of sex, violence,
and betrayal. No longer the starving kid on the street,
he's now a man seeking vengeance and retribution, and
he might be forced to choose between bending or
breaking as he picks up the shattered pieces of his life,
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one by one.
"The Once and Future King" by T. H. White. Published
by Good Press. Good Press publishes a wide range of
titles that encompasses every genre. From well-known
classics & literary fiction and non-fiction to forgotten?or
yet undiscovered gems?of world literature, we issue the
books that need to be read. Each Good Press edition
has been meticulously edited and formatted to boost
readability for all e-readers and devices. Our goal is to
produce eBooks that are user-friendly and accessible to
everyone in a high-quality digital format.
In this heart-pounding sequel to the explosive novel Kiss
the Ring, Naeema “Queen” Cole races against the clock
to figure out who attacked her man and why—before it’s
too late. Life finally seems to have calmed down for
Naeema “Queen” Cole. After she brought down the
Make Money Crew, Newark’s most notorious bank
robbing gang, she was able to make peace with the son
she never knew. His memory is even starting to feel like
a blessing, rather than a curse. She and her on-again offagain husband Tank are back on and stronger than ever.
But just when she thought she could put away her
undercover identity as “Queen” and just be Naeema,
Tank is attacked while out on a job guarding a highprofile celebrity. Everyone thinks it was the celebrity who
the target, but Naeema knows the attack was personal.
With Tank in critical condition and everyone else looking
in all the wrong places, it’s up to her to find out which of
Tank’s enemies would dare to mess with her man.
Hailed for her “fast-paced action, sizzling erotic sex, and
a heartwarming kick-ass heroine,” (Publishers Weekly),
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Meesha Mink is back with another thrilling tale following
Naeema on the hunt for a killer, because she’ll die
before she lets anyone take away her king.
When Mink LaRue is called away to be with her dying
mother, interrupting her con on the rich Dominion family,
Dy-Nasty Jenkins, who looks exactly like Mink, tries to
take up the mantle and steal the money for herself.
"Urban erotica has never been hotter!" --Nikki Turner Her
billionaire family's scandalous secrets are as big as their
fortune. But consummate con-mami Mink LaRue plans to
play them all for the ultimate high stakes... As a newlyminted Dominion family heiress, Mink has new golden
moves to snag even more of the family fortune. Trouble
is, her hidden love games with seductive uncle-bymarriage-only Suge have them at bad-news odds--and
more than her heart is in dirty sexy trouble. When the
family patriarch is shot, Mink is up against a crossfire of
old Dominion rivals, blackmailers, and elegant scammers
out to take them down for good. What she needs is a
surprise ally--her identical twin Dy-Nasty. But her
scheming sibling's conniving threatens to end Mink's
moneyed ride and ace her into lockdown. With disaster
only one lie away, Mink has to flip the script on enemies
she never saw coming--and turn her diamond-honed
hustle into the supreme weapon... "Noire's versatile
storytelling keeps the urban erotic genre hot!" --Kiki
Swinson, bestselling author of the Wifey series "Noire
knows all about street slang, scams, strip clubs, and
fierce sex bouts...This is top-of-the-line street lit."
--Library Journal on Natural Born Liar (starred review) "If
you love a little nastiness, Dirty Rotten Liar is a book
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you'll hate to miss." --New Pittsburgh Courier
“Have you ever wanted something so bad you was willing to
crawl over bodies to get it? I mean, fiend for it so hard it
didn’t matter who you hurt, how low you had to scrape, it was
gonna be yours? That’s what music and balling did for me.
They were the fundamentals behind my rise . . . and the
perpetrators of my fall. They called me Harlem’s black
prince–a rising star who carried street dreams on his back.
But the streets, ya know. They got a way of coming for theirs.
A method of sneaking up on you when you ain’t looking . . .”
Andre “Thug-A-Licious” Williams came up on Harlem’s
meanest streets. But thanks to his nearly ankle-breaking
hoop moves and explosive mic skills, he makes it out–and
dominates the rap scene with chart-topping urban hits. Thug
has sexed all the hottest freaks and has a slew of baby
mamas to show for it. But no matter how many women he
takes to his bed, only one can claim his heart: successful
beauty salon owner Carmiesha “Lil Muddah” Vernoy, his rideor-die queen who has stuck by his side and guarded his back
through thick and thin. But Thug also has a nightmarish
history with someone else. Pimp Williams, his older cousin
and ex—partner in crime, is a cold-blooded killer who spreads
havoc all over Harlem and will stop at nothing to get what he
wants–even if it means betraying his own family, crushing
Carmiesha, and forcing Harlem’s black prince down to his
knees and back to his bloody beginnings. “Urban erotica has
never been hotter!” –Nikki Turner, author of Riding Dirty on
I-95
Devin James and Avonte Petrocelli become sexually involved
with Qianna Patterson; a very beautiful, but unstable woman,
fresh out of prison with a history of violence. Together they
plan a murder for insurance money. Once the deadly deed is
done, their real intentions come to the forefront, and the
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drama and murders begin.
Victoria, a beautiful, pampered biracial girl is thrown into
poverty when her wealthy white father dies. Sent to live with
her black grandmother in one of Detroit's toughest
neighborhoods, Victoria is lost, until Duke Johnson takes an
interest in her. To Duke, Victoria is the most beautiful woman
in the world, and he wants her more than any woman he's
ever met. The only problem is he's the leader of the most
notorious gang in Detroit, and everyone is scared of him,
especially Victoria's grandmother. Victoria is the only one who
sees a kind, warm personality hidden in him, and she lets
Duke take her virtue, putting her to work with the rest of his
women. Together, they begin to rule the mean streets of
Detroit. White Chocolate delivers a hot, steamy tale of love
and lust in the city.
Raised in a series of foster homes in the Brooklyn projects,
fearless street youth Hood Mason works to win the heart of
his mentor's daughter, engages in a series of drug-related
deals, and accepts a dangerous assignment to settle his
mentor's gambling debts. Original. 100,000 first printing.
When wealthy Brittany Ellis and Alex Fuentes, a gang
member from the other side of town, develop a relationship
after Alex discovers that Brittany is not exactly who she
seems to be, they must face the disapproval of others.
Key Features: Study methods Introduction to the text
Summaries with critical notes Themes and techniques
Textual analysis of key passages Author biography Historical
and literary background Modern and historical critical
approaches Chronology Glossary of literary terms
"Harlem hasn't been the same since the notorious Granite 'G'
McKay was brutally murdered in a back room of the G-Spot
Social Club. In the aftermath, not only has G's massive cache
of doe gone missing, but Juicy has skipped town with
Gino...G's very own son!...Can Juicy and Gino find happiness
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as they try to build a new life together? Or will mayhem,
murder, and the bitter wrath of the streets track them down to
get what's due?"--Page [6].
Anna J. is back with a riveting novel depicting the devastation
caused by cocaine use in a Southwest Philadelphia
community. You have to use what you got to get what you
want. For Journey Clayton, this statement rings more than
true as she struggles under the weight of her mother's
cocaine addiction. She learns from a very young age that
family doesn't offer as much help as she hoped they would.
It's not until she befriends Khalid, the son of a neighborhood
drug dealer, who is trying to stay above the struggle himself,
that she starts to believe there might just be hope . . . even
for little girls in the ghetto. Snow White is a story of survival,
betrayal, strength, and courage. It will pull you in from the
very beginning and won't let you go until the last page. As
seen through the eyes of a young girl coming of age, observe
how Journey struggles to survive amidst the deception,
violence, and murder that surround her.
In this bold collection of hard-hitting urban erotic quickies,
Noire, the undisputed Queen of Urban Erotica, brings you
eleven authors who explore, without apology or restraint,
street sagas of sexual pleasure. Boasting an all-star lineup of
some of today’s hottest authors–and sprinkled with heat from
some fresh new talent too–this collection from Noire
thoroughly lives up to her credo of giving her fans just what
they like: street drama with a sheet-drenching erotic twist.
Here you’ll find sexy tales from fan favorites K’wan, Joy,
Thomas Long, Jamise L. Dames, Andrea Blackstone, Gerald
Malcom, Euftis Emory, Kweli Walker, and Erick Gray, along
with two hot new voices: Aretha Temple and Plea$ure. Noire
even supplies her own juicy addition to the hard-body lineup.
So beware: The heat and the drama between these pages
are not fairy tales for the desperate housewife. Ride hard with
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Noire as her authors get their grind on and take it to the limits
in From the Streets to the Sheets.
A moody, atmospheric literary thriller and “a timeless tale of
migration” (The Guardian), from one of Europe’s biggestselling authors Despite its Biblical title—which comes from the
opening lines of the Book of Exodus—award-winning novelist
Tommy Wieringa has crafted perhaps his most timely book
yet, as he traces two stories doomed to collide. In one, we
follow a group of starving, near-feral Eurasian refugees on a
harrowing quest for survival; in the other, we follow Pontus
Beg, a policeman from a small border town on the steppe, as
he investigates the death of a rabbi, one of the town’s two
remaining Jews. What follows is a gripping saga in which the
two stories race toward each other, and Beg will be shaken to
his core by what each one reveals about man’s dark nature,
and the possibility—or impossibility—of his own redemption. A
virtual parable for our times, These Are the Names offers a
suspenseful reading of a crisis that continues to dominate
headlines, and simultaneously explores the enduring
questions of faith, identity, and what it means to be “home.”
Candy Raye Montana gets more than she had bargained for
when she signs up with the House of Homicide, the hottest
recording label on the east coast, and its CEO "Hurricane"
Jackson, a man as talented as he is cruel, who gives her a
painful lesson in the price of success. By the author of GSpot. Original. 50,000 first printing.
A tale of grief and lust, frustration and hilarity, death and
family Penelope O’Grady and Cara Wall are risking disaster
when, like teenagers in any intolerant time and place—here, a
Dublin convent school in the late 1970s—they fall in love. Yet
Cara, the free spirit, and Pen, the stoic, craft a bond so strong
it seems as though nothing could sever it: not the bickering,
not the secrets, not even Cara’s infidelities. But thirteen
years on, a car crash kills Cara and rips the lid off Pen’s
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world. Pen is still in the closet, teaching at her old school,
living under the roof of Cara’s gentle father, who thinks of her
as his daughter’s friend. How can she survive widowhood
without even daring to claim the word? Over the course of
one surreal week of bereavement, she is battered by
memories that range from the humiliating, to the exalted, to
the erotic, to the funny. It will take Pen all her intelligence and
wit to sort through her tumultuous past with Cara, and all the
nerve she can muster to start remaking her life.
“Urban erotica has never been hotter!” –Nikki Turner, author
of Black Widow Have you ever been betrayed by those you
love? Violated in the worst kind of way? And no matter how
hard you tried to fight your way out of a trick bag, no matter
how tall you tried to walk, did the cold streets of life lead you
right back to your grimy destiny? The bestselling author of GSpot and Candy Licker, Noire pens the intense tale of Eva
Patterson, a tragic daughter of the ghetto who finds peril on
the streets of New York. With an abusive mother and a heroin
monkey on her back, Eva experiences a series of
traumatizing events, forcing her to flee her Brooklyn tenement
and seek refuge with her beloved cousin Fiyah in Harlem. But
fate is not done wreaking havoc in Eva’s life yet. Poised on
the brink of progress, Eva meets King Brody, a vicious
Harlem drug lord who runs Bricks, the hottest rap club in
town. Unbeknownst to Eva, her cousin Fiyah’s thirst for glory
leads him to cut a killer deal with Brody. A trade-off is
arranged: Fiyah gets a recording contract–and Brody gets
Eva. The problem is, Eva already has a man: Ice Mello
Williams, a hot Harlem rapper who has a bitter feud going
with Fiyah and is determined to seize his recording contract.
Torn between the man she loves and a violent kingpin, Eva
becomes an unwilling pawn in a deadly game of cat and
mouse. Can Fiyah and Mello help her elude the sadistic jaws
of Brody, or will she end up losing her life in his brutal trap?
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In the second installment of the Desperate Hoodwives trilogy,
hearts break, lives shatter, and lies prevail at Bentley Manor,
where no one can escape their sins. Four very different
women find themselves caught in the web of Bentley Manor,
one of the hood’s most notorious projects, where no one has
ever left unscathed... There’s Keisha, who married the high
school basketball star. Everything seemed fine, until Smokey
got addicted to crack, and now she’s desperate just to feed
their kids. Takiah needs to get away from her pimp husband
so bad that she’s willing to go back to church, but what if the
pastor’s eyes stray from the heavens? With a voice to rival
Mary J. and Whitney, Princess might just have the ticket to
escape the projects, if only she could find her courage, while
Woo Woo has escaped with her suburban husband—only to
find herself sneaking back for steamy sexcapades with her
drug dealer ex. And you can bet Woo Woo’s not the only one
with secrets to hide... From two critically acclaimed
powerhouses in urban fiction, this is a gritty, passionate, and
straight up real series that is not to be missed.
After blowing through her gangster boyfriend's stash of drug
money, Mink LaRue, a petty thief, flees to Dallas, Texas,
where she pretends to be a wealthy family's long-lost
daughter and tries to worm her way into their lives.
DREAMS OFTEN DIE IN THE PROJECTS. These four
women will do anything to escape the hood. Aisha has a
loving husband who outfits her with all the accessories that
scream “hood success.” Now that he’s in jail, she may have
to sell something more precious than her designer gear in
order to maintain her image. Devani thinks sleeping with a pro
athlete is her way out of the hood until her mother suggests
the perfect scheme: become his baby momma. Will the plan
force her man to commit? Molly is so in love with her husband
that she doesn’t care if she’s the only white girl in the hood.
After letting everyone walk all over her, however, she might
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be forced to give back all the abuse she’s taken. Lexi has
four broke baby daddies. Finally married to Mr. Right-in-EveryWay-But-in-the-Bedroom, she’s determined to provide a
good man for her kids. But can she fight her cravings for hot
sex with her ex?
WITH AN INTRODUCTION BY HELEN SIMPSON From
familiar fairy tales and legends âe" Red Riding Hood,
Bluebeard, Puss in Boots, Beauty and the Beast, vampires
and werewolves âe" Angela Carter has created an absorbing
collection of dark, sensual, fantastic stories.
Life has never been fairytales, tender kisses or roses for
cousins Yanni and Shontaea Brown. Growing up in the
gutters-dirt-filled streets that many call the "hood", they both
learned at an early age that survival was the goal, family was
nothing more than a word, and the only sure thing they had
was each other. That was until fate thrust them in the paths of
two of their city's finest, two dope boys that go by the name of
Quan and Jon. In an instance Yanni and Shontaea are swept
off their feet, consumed by visions of love, promises of
forever and dreams of happily ever after. The memories of
their tainted past are washed away by the hopes of their
promising futures. Each of them thinks they've found the key
to "forever', however "forever" never lasts.Yanni is loyal,
faithful to, and ready to die for Quan. There is nothing she
wouldn't do for her street-King but once she learns that the
words flowing from his lips, don't match his actions, she
begins to question their relationship and the love that Quan
has for her. Will she continue to stand by his side despite the
evidence? Or will she show him, the power of a woman
scorned?Shontaea has never been happier and she credits
her happiness to Jon. She believes she has found the man of
dreams and she's certain that she'll spend the rest of her life
with the man who made her dreams come true. However,
street dreams turn to faded pictures and broken promises
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when she finds out that Jon has been less than truthful and
has more than a few dirty-secrets. When the untold truth
comes to light, will Shontaea be able to move on and rebuild
with Jon? Or will she use the lies to fuel her calculatedrevenge? Join Yanni and Shontaea as their perfect loves
unravel before their eyes and their worlds come crashing
down at the hands of the men who swore to protect them.
Bonds will be tested, Loyalties will be questioned, as two
women who have survived the gutters of life, attempt to
survive the "Killer" some call Love. A Endless Hood Love is a
hot African American urban fiction novel written by Shanice B.
This young lady takes you on an unforgettable tale of hood
drama, thug love, and down south romance as she weave
you through the streets of Warner Robbins Georgia, Macon
and Atlanta.
HoodAn Urban Erotic TaleSimon and Schuster
BONUS: This edition contains an excerpt from Nikki Turner's
Heartbreak of a Hustler's Wife. The high priestess of the
hood, Nikki Turner, is back with the novel fans have been
feenin’ for: the sequel to her #1 bestselling novel, A
Hustler’s Wife. Des, Virginia’ s slickest gangsta, is about to
become a dad when he is charged with the murder of his own
attorney. But with Yarni, his gorgeous wife (and a brilliant
lawyer), now calling the shots, Des isn’t going back to the
slammer without a fierce fight. Even with the heat on, Des
manages to take his game to the next level and finds a new
hustle, one that will allow him to possess the three things all
major players desire: money, power, and respect. He
becomes a preacher. Reluctantly, Yarni stands by her man as
he trades in his triple beam scale for a Bible and a Bentley
and makes his Church of the Good Life Ministry a welcoming
place for all sinners to step up to the altar. But when Des’s
nephew is killed in the high-stakes heroin trade and Des
learns that someone close to him okayed the hit, the dyed-inPage 20/22
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the-wool gangsta sets aside the Bible for the gospel of the
streets–even if it means risking the one person who’s always
had his back.
In the third and final installment of the Desperate Hoodwives
trilogy, hailed by the New York Post and Essence as a “can’tmiss new series,” a pimp, a killer, a playa, and a drug dealer
struggle to get their game right in a sizzling novel where
leaving the life and trying to go straight is a deadly option.
Tavon, better known as “Sweet,” would pimp his own
mother—and he does. Convinced that the prostitution game
chose him, Sweet loves his high-rolling life. But when he
unexpectedly becomes a father, will Sweet be able to choose
between the family trade and his grown, not-so-innocent
daughter? After ten years in prison, the drive-by Demarcus
committed still haunts him. Determined to stay above the law,
he’s found Allah, promised to change his ways forever, and
finally do right by his girl, Zoey. But when an opportunity
arises that will set him and Zoey right for life, Demarcus may
have more faith in his killah reputation than the Koran...
Kaseem runs every single drug going in and out of Bentley
Manor. His empire provides clothes, cash, and his satisfaction
of his wifey, Quilla—along with the company of other ladies, of
course. But when Kaseem’s crew becomes more violent, will
he be able to escape the life—and the gangsters—he created?
The best playa on the block, Rhakmon can get a woman to
do anything he wants. His latest girlfriend, Shaterica, lets him
steal, lie, and cheat—smitten to be under his spell. But when
Rhakmon’s devious deeds are finally brought to light, the
revenge Shaterica plans may ultimately be more horrible than
anything he could have imagined... From the ladies who
brought you Desperate Hoodwives and Shameless
Hoodwives, the streets of Atlanta are hotter than ever with
drama, sex, and danger—profilin’ four men desperate for
anything but their hood life.
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Exotic dancer Ceazia Deveareux has grown accustomed to
the luxurious lifestyle she was living before the death of her
boyfriend, Vegas Jackson. Even though she was the one who
caused his death, Ceazia feels no guilt. She believes she still
deserves to have the finest of everything, and she's
determined to get it. Vegas's brother Snake is patiently
waiting for the day that he can avenge his brother's death.
The only problem is that he has a fascination with strippers,
and the sexy Ceazia might prove to be more than he can
resist. In this follow-up to her hit novel A Ganster's Girl,
Chunichi delivers more of her trademark style. Married to the
Game is a fast-paced tale of sex, betrayal, and murder.
Using her beauty in order to overcome the challenges of an
abusive childhood and financial disadvantages, egomaniacal
Sarita Robinson interacts with some of the hip-hop
underworld's most powerful players and turns dangerously
vengeful when she is abandoned by her supporters. Original.
75,000 first printing.
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